POLY CLARITI MANAGER

Collaboration over video and voice networks is a “must have” for your organization’s productivity and efficiency. You’re required to manage both the networks and devices all while technology continues to evolve at a faster pace. And you must do this as people work from home, in the office, or a hybrid of both. Poly Clariti Manager is the crucial management component of Poly Clariti that enables you to provision, manage and monitor thousands of video and voice devices across a global network.

Choose from over 500 best practice profiles or customize 100% of settings to create a tailored experience for your organization. Through the customizable dashboard, you can manage and troubleshoot Poly and standard based video and voice devices. Obtain powerful data analytics on usage and ROI of your devices including participant data reports when using select Poly video devices with Poly Clariti.

- Deep integration and interoperability
- Simplified administration, provisioning, and monitoring
- Directory, scheduling & reporting
- API Suite

MANAGED, MONITORED, AND IN CONTROL

BENEFITS

- Dynamically provision room-based systems, mobile and personal devices with feature sets, call quality, bandwidth and software updates, minimizing administration work and user setup
- Single, centralized application to monitor and manage all video and voice devices in the private video network with real-time status and health views
- Central application to manage, monitor and schedule on-going, point to point or multi-party conferences
- Supports voice device deployments on most call server platforms with the API suite, which is part of Poly Clariti

LEARN MORE

For more information about Poly Services, contact your authorized Poly representative for partner. Alternately, visit www.poly.com.